
10th International Judo Tournament 
                      

  „I T  Bautzen 2008“ 
  

 
     

Rankings Tournament of the Judo Association Saxony
 

PSC Bautzen e.V. Abteilung Budo-Sport, Kantstraße 25, 02625 Bautzen,  Germany 
Tel: +49 (0) 3591/323350 www.psc-bautzen.de    judo@psc-bautzen.de 

 
The Polizeisportclub Bautzen e.V. kindly invites you to the 10th International Judo Tournament in 
Bautzen 2008. 

 
Men U 20, Men U 17, Male Youth U 14 

 
Host & Organizer: PSC Bautzen e.V. Abt. Budo-Sport 
  

Date: 13. 09. 2008 
  

Location: Schützenplatzhalle in Bautzen  
  

Participants: Male Youth         U 14   year of birth  1995/1996/1997                   
Men                     U 17   year of birth  1992/1993/1994      
Men                     U 20   year of birth  1989/1990/1991 

  
Schedule: Friday        12.09.08:      19.00pm - 20.00pm   official weighting at tournament location 

Saturday    13.09.08:      09.00am - 09.30am   weighting for Male Youth U14 
                                         10.00am opening ceremony 
                                                         and afterwards start of the tournament for mal youth U14 
                                          10.15am - 10.45am weighting for Men U17 an U20 
                                          11.15am start tournament for Men U17 and U20  

 (arrival at tournament location not later than 15minutes prior to weighting time)            
  

Mode: Knock Out System 
(change of mode by the organizer may be possible) 

  

Tatami/ Mats: 4 mats 7x7 m each  
  
Referees: To the responsibility of the Judo Association Saxony 
  

Registration: not later than  10. 09.  2008     with   PSC Bautzen e.V.,  Kantstraße 25, 02625 Bautzen  Germany 
E-mail:  judo@psc-bautzen.de   or Fax: +49 (0) 3591/323234  Attn.. Mister Mann,   
(The registration must contain information on originating association or club of the competitors, as 
well as name and age (YOB) of each competitor.) 
 

Fees: 8,00 € per competitor payable prior to weighting  
(for foreign competitors free of charge) 

  

Awards: Certificates and medals awarded to every winner, 2nd and 3rd place in every weight-class; To winners 
of every weight-class additional prizes are awarded.  
A challenge cup is awarded per age class. 
(Only the best 10 competitors per age class amd per originating association or club are to be scored 
as follows:       winner = 7 points          2nd = 5 points          3rd = 3 points         5th = 1 point 

  

Accommodations: Please make your reservations with the Tourist Information Bautzen       Tel.: +49 (0) 3591 / 42016 
  

Travel Route: from all directions 
-follow highway A4 until exit “Bautzen West” and leave the highway there 
- take the road B6 to Bautzen and follow it into the city 
- at the first traffic light after entering the city turn left onto the bridge “Friedensbrücke” and follow 
the street 
- to your left the shopping mall “Kornmarkt Einkaufscenter” passes by 
- after aprox. 200m turn left direction to Hotel “Holiday Inn” and follow the street  
- the hotel paases by to right and you follow the street straight ahead until you reach a T-intersection 

http://www.psc-bautzen.de/
mailto:judo@psc-bautzen.de


- you now facing the hospital – turn left and follow the street to it´s end 
  

Remarks: - the host  and organizer is not liable. 
- The marking of competitors with red and white marking belts is to the responsibility of the 
originating associations or clubs. (make sure you have enough marking belts in red and white colour 
available at the tournament.) 
- Snacks and drinks are offered at the tournament location ba local providers 
- It´s expected that foreign guest from Czech Republic, Poland and Hungary will attend this 
tournament 
- Entering the gym “Schützenplatzhalle” will only be permitted, when wearing clean sports shoes        

 
 

IT Bautzen 2008 Tournament Organizer Staff Duty Personell on 13.09. 2008 is available by dialing: 
+49 (0)  174/9020045,  +49 (0) 172/8885457 
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